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Abstract

Discussion

A major obstacle to the formulation of a systematic
methodology within GFE is the disconnect between
the sensible weather elements and the atmosphere
(Scott and Proton, 2004). In other words, once a set
of sensible weather elements is manipulated, it
ceases to be physically associated with a 4dimensional representation (4-D Cube) of the
atmosphere. This disassociation renders the
systematic use of NWP output in subsequent
calculations, using Smart Tools and Procedures,
problematic.

As Brooks (1995) and others have noted, the relationship
between forecasters and technology is com plex. This
relationship has becom e even m ore com plex in the National
W eather Service (N W S) with the im plem entation of the
Interactive Forecast Preparation System (IFPS)/G raphical
Forecast Editor (G FE). IFPS/G FE allows the NW S forecaster
to interact with grids of what are term ed sensible weather
elem ents (S W Es) in the forecast digital database to generate
a variety of products and services. The technology has
com pletely revolutionized forecast operations within the
N W S (G lahn and R uth 2003)

The archetype for gridded product generation, the On
Screen Field Modification system (HORACE/OSFM),
was developed by the UKMet Office in the late 1990s.
Within the technology framework, the UKMet
forecaster goes through the forecast process and
applies subjective corrections to the atmosphere
using the OSFM technique (Carroll, 1997). With
OSFM internal consistency is maintained in the
dynamic fields through momentum and hydrostatic
balance on Potential Vorticity surfaces. Forecasts are
derived from the modified representation of the
atmosphere. Field modification in the NinJo project
(Koppert, 2004) is an ambitious extension to concepts
developed by the UKMet Office.
Is it possible, then, to construct a context within the
current GFE that would allow a forecaster to maintain
a suite of sensible weather element grids that is
physically consistent with the 4-D Cube from which it
is derived? The answer is not simple as GFE was
never designed to perform this task (Scott and Proton,
2004).
This paper lays out a concept of operation, and a
limited proof of concept for 4-D grid maintenance
within GFE.
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There are a num ber of advantages to this approach as
compared to traditional m ethods of forecast preparation (FSL
1999). The m ost obvious benefit is that IFP S/G FE allow s a
N W S Forecast Office to generate a consistent set of
products spanning all program s and services. Another yet to
be fully realized advantage is the fact that a digital database
gives NW S users the ability to create dynam ic, Tactical
D ecision Aids.
H owever, as other authors have pointed out, the IFPS/G FE
process is not without problem s. M ass (2002) believes that
there are “m ajor conceptual and technical deficiencies that
threaten to underm ine the institution's ability to provide
skillful forecasts to the public and to other users.” R eynolds
(2004) noted the difficulty associated with m anipulating the
large num ber of SW E grids at a tem poral and spatial scale
that is currently unresolvable. R eynolds(2004) and D oswell
(2003) both question the soundness of utilizing N W S
forecaster resources in this fashion.
Along a parallel track, D oswell (1986), Brooks, et. al. (1996),
and M ass (2002) am ong others have raised the question of
the changing role of the hum an forecaster in this era of rapid
evolution in technology. As D oswell stated so eloquently,
“… the challenge during this period of technological ferm ent
is to figure out how to put the science of m eteorology back
into the process of forecasting.” Taken at face value a
num ber of their recom m endations would involve som e sort of
reorganization within the NW S, a change in the Directives
that guide the organization, or a large scale reallocation of
N W S resources. R egardless of the m erit of these
proposals, the suggestions are beyond the scope of this
paper. W ith this in m ind it is appropriate then to establish the
fram ework for this paper.

Fram ew ork for a Solution
Figure 1 represents a generalized description of the forecast
process, with an additional block that represents the m ajor
distinction technology has brought to the field of operational
m eteorology: The autom ated generation of the forecast
product. Scott and Proton (2004) described in som e detail
what a next-generation system m ight look like (W e refer
interested readers to that paper if a m ore com plete
description is desired). A very brief sum m ary is as follow s:
1.

The system should accom m odate how a
m eteorologist system atically approaches the job of
w eather forecasting;

2.

The system should provide as close a connection
as possible betw een the SW E’s and the 4-D
representation of the atm osphere from w hich they
w ere derived;

3.

M eteorological know ledge should lay
predom inately in the 4-D representation of the
atm osphere, not the SW E’s.

before the SW E’s grids are generated (Figure 2).
Scott and Proton (2004) stated that optim ally the
system atic correction should be applied
“… directly to a 4-D representation of the
atm osphere (the cause) before proceeding to the
business of working with SW E’s (the effects).”
This loosely parallels what Doswell (2003)
argued, “… a better place for (adding) that insight
to be of value is before the m odels are run.”
The UK Met Office has been successfully
applying field m odification techniques
operationally for over 5 years in the m edium
range, and 2 years in the short range (Hewson
2004). The m odification process is one where
the forecaster m akes a subjective assessm ent of
the available m odel data (both determ inistic and
ensem ble) before producing guidance
(Graham m e 2002). Raw m odel data is m odified
in a consistent m anner using OSFM,
docum ented by Carroll (1997).
The OSFM is a powerful technique that allows a
forecaster to m odify the dynam ical fields within
3D space. Changes to the dynam ic fields at any
single point in tim e are translated forward in tim e
through a proprietary translation process.
However the difficulty with the technique is that
som e ‘sensible’ weather elem ents (such as
precipitation) are not tied to the dynam ic fields,
and m ust be m odified with pragm atic cut, paste
and advection tools (Graham m e 2002).

Figure 1. The Forecast Process

It is postulated that a well designed forecast
system is one that places the m eteorologist in
the best position to system atically add
m eteorological value to the forecast process, i.e.,

NinJo is a m eteorological workstation project in
joint developm ent by a consortium of the
Germ an Meteorological Service, the Germ an
Military Geophysical Service, MeteoSwiss, the
Danish Meteorological Institute, and the
Meteorological Service of Canada (Koppert
2004). Beyond the standard workstation
capability, NinJo possesses a com ponent for
interactive on-screen field m odifications in a
fashion analogous to the OSFM developed by
the UK Met Office. However, in place of the
proprietary UK Met Office translation process,
the consortium is experim enting with utilizing a
NW P m echanism to dynam ically propagate
m odifications.

Concept of Operation
Using Figure 2 as a tem plate, a concept of
operation (CONOP) for a Next Generation (NG)
Grid Modification Methodology was devised that
would allow a forecaster to use existing
IFPS/GFE software in a fashion analogous to the
above described OSFM and NinJo system s.
Figure 3 outlines the m ethodology:

Figure 2. The Grid M odification Process

Figure 3. Concept of Operation – NG Grid
M odification M ethodology
A sim plified CONOP m ay be seen in Figure 4
that better stratifies the functional areas within
the NG m ethodology:

October 20). The W RF m odel is currently being
ported to a m ulti-node BEOW ULF cluster for
im proved perform ance (for the initial proof of
concept only a single forecast intervention will be
allowed at tim e T 0).
The 3 rd com ponent involves tasks already
com pleted with the standard GFE/IFPS
im plem entation.
Prelim inary results from test cases should be
available by m id Decem ber.
The Future

Figure 4. Simplified Concept of Operation –
NG Grid M odification M ethodology

It cannot be em phasized enough that this is a
proof of concept, and a work in progress. It is not
the intention of the authors to represent this as
any sort of finished product.

As indicated in the preceding two figures, the NG
CONOP com pletely transform s how IFPS/GFE is
utilized in W FO forecast operations. IFPS/GFE
m etam orphoses from a tool to “draw” the
forecasts (Mass 2003) to one that provides the
forecaster the opportunity to system atically apply
m eteorological value to a 4D representation of
the atm osphere from which the forecasts are
derived.

W ith that caveat, there are a num ber of tasks
that rem ain to be com pleted:

Proof of Concept

4.

W ithin the 1 s t com ponent there were 4 m ajor
tasks, and all have been com pleted (Figure 3).
1.

2.

3.

4.

A Sm art Tool was developed within
GFE/IFPS that allows a forecaster to m odify
a dynam ic field.
A Procedure was developed within
GFE/IFPS that transform s the 3D Cube at a
point in tim e onto Potential Vorticity
surfaces.
A Procedure was developed within
GFE/IFPS that rebalances the 3D Cube at a
point in tim e horizontally and vertically.
A Procedure was developed within
GFE/IFPS that transform s the 3D Cube at a
point in tim e from Potential Vorticity surfaces
back to pressure surfaces.

W ithin the 2 nd com ponent there were 3 m ajor
tasks to com plete. However, the only task that
has been com pleted is the im plem entation of the
m esocale NW P m odel. The W eather Research
and Forecast Model (W RF) is currently loaded
and operational in diagnostic m ode (as of

1.
2.

3.

Com plete port to m ulti-node BEOW ULF
cluster.
Develop set of “1 s t guess” fields (e.g.,
ensem bles) to aid the forecaster in the
system atic adjustm ent of the dynam ic field.
Develop process to allow intervention at
m ultiple tim e steps.
Develop a rudim entary verification program .
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